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Abstract
Service-oriented Architecture is an emerging paradigm for the execution of
business-oriented as well as technical infrastructure processes by means of
services. Automating the execution of services is of paramount importance
in order to fulfill the needs of companies. However we have found that
automation -although important- is seldom addressed explicitly as a concern when stating requirements or designing the software architecture of
the service-based applications (SBAs). In this paper we define three architectural viewpoints framing the concerns about service automation. These
three viewpoints, called 3D (Decisions, Degree, Data), respectively: express
architectural decisions about automation; help identifying the level (degree)
of automation required, and represent the specific data required to support
automation in services. They have been applied to three industrial case
studies and one academic experiment. Results show that they successfully
support both technical and non-technical stakeholders in understanding how,
and communicating upon, their concerns related to service automation have
been addressed. The application of the 3D service automation viewpoints to
different domains exhibits promising reusability.
Keywords: Architecture viewpoint, Service-oriented Architecture,
Service-based Application, Automation
1. Introduction
New generation business models impose additional requirements on the
IT support of business processes [1]. In particular, quickly responding to
new business requirements, continuously reducing IT cost and dynamically
integrating new business partners and customers are highly demanded [2].
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The Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) [3] as an architectural style has
been widely adopted in industry thanks to its ability of providing seamless
integration among software services. SOA implementations (i.e. servicebased applications or SBAs) are expected to be autonomous, discoverable
and composable, and thereby coordinately deliver business functionalities [4]
in a possibly automated way.
Automation is defined as “the execution by a machine agent (usually a
computer) of a function that was previously carried out by a human.” [5].
Service automation can be defined as the degree to which the service can be
executed automatically without human intervention.
On the one hand, fully automating services would bring obvious benefits to companies [6]. Automation of service execution cuts down human
resource costs as less human effort is required; it minimizes personnel skill
requirements and training time as part of technical decisions are taken by
services; and it prevents faults caused by human mistakes (e.g. typos). More
importantly, the execution of automated SBAs (defined as SBAs where every
service is automated) is independent from human performance or availability.
On the other hand, fully automating services is in practice not always
technically possible or is often restricted by some domain-specific factors.
For instance, the automation of service negotiation is extremely difficult as
quality requirements must be quantified and formalized as processable information. On top of that, services are often distributed among multiple business partners and thereby not fully controlled by one specific organization.
This way, the quality of a SBA depends on the quality of its composing services. Automating service negotiation would mean any malfunctions caused
by a service from untrusted service provider would potentially lower the reliability and security of the SBA. As a result, the degree of service automation
often depends on the criticality of specific domains and the need of human
control.
Although service automation is specifically important for SBAs to maximize their capability of dynamically adapting to business changes, stakeholders’ concerns related to service automation are often poorly addressed
in the architecture description of SBAs. For automated services, service developers are often concerned with the policies and guidelines regulating their
automation; for services that cannot be automated, human actors are often concerned with their participation in the execution of services and their
responsibilities. Architects are concerned with communicating their design
decisions about service automation with these and other stakeholders (e.g.
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managers).
The lack of explicitly addressing service automation in architecture descriptions becomes evident in the study presented in this paper on the service
deployment and configuration architecture (SDCA). The SDCA offers a set
of services aiming at automatically deploying new or updated business services of SBAs. The SDCA has been applied to two industrial domains, an
enterprise banking domain (called BankFutura) and a personal digital home
domain (called HomeFutura). Each service in the SDCA service flow can
be configured in terms of the degree of automation to fulfill different requirements of different domains. Despite that service automation is clearly
a concern, design decisions on which services can (or cannot) be automated
and the rationale behind these decisions are completely missing in the architecture description of the SDCA and its two industrial cases. This lack
leads to incomplete architecture description, hurdling sharing and reusing
architectural knowledge (AK) [7].
In this work, we take a viewpoint approach [8] for framing a basic set of
concerns relating to service automation and providing a set of models, methods and notations to illustrate the way in which the concerns are addressed
in architecture design. With this purpose, we followed a typical action research cycle [9, 10] with three iterations, each of which was carried out with
one industry partner as a case study. The results of the action research are
three service automation viewpoints, which are called 3D service automation viewpoints (for better readability we use abbreviation 3D VP’s in the
rest of the paper). The defined viewpoints are focused on capturing service
automation concerns. Therefore, aspects such as detailed modeling of service compositions are out of the scope of our work. They can be provided
by already existing, complementary viewpoints. Further, validation has been
carried out in the evaluating phase of the three action research cycles, thanks
to three different case studies.
The 3D VP’s consist of three distinct yet inter-related viewpoints, each
dealing with one perspective of service automation. The viewpoint ‘Decision
on service automation’ deals with the decisions that have been made on the
degree of service automation, including the rationale behind them and the
link to domain-specific factors. The viewpoint ‘Degree of service automation’
deals with the overall degree of service automation that has been designed
within a service flow. And the viewpoint ‘Data relating to service automation’
focuses on the data that enables different degrees of automation of each
service.
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To further evaluate the applicability of the 3D VP’s, we carried out an
university experiment in a service-oriented design Master course asking 11
groups of students to apply the viewpoints to illustrate the service automation aspect of their design of a e-Health system. Within academic limitation,
the success of this experiment further confirms the applicability of the 3D
VP’s to SBAs in general.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce service automation as a service aspect and motivate the need for service
automation viewpoints in Section 3. Our research approach is described in
Section 4. In Section 5 we document the description of the 3D VP’s developed in this work. We then discuss in Section 6 the visual support that
the 3D VP’s provide as well as the applicability of the 3D VP’s. Section 7
concludes the paper summarizing our work.
2. An introduction to automation
2.1. Automation and human interaction
There are many aspects of a system which can potentially be automated,
and multiple possible levels of automation. In [11] a framework is presented
for classifying automation aspects depending on the type of human functions
being automated (sensory processing, analysis, decision making, action execution) and the level of automation adopted by the system (from identifying
the potential options, to suggesting one of them or automatically taking the
decision). Decision making and analysis are frequently the kinds of activities
where the decision about the level of automation remains more open, and
the balance between human and computer is usually decided for each specific
system [12].
The emergence of autonomic computing signified one of the latest advances for automation in the field of system management. This paradigm
was defined by IBM in 2004 in an attempt to cope with the ever increasing complexity of managing current systems [13]. The intent is to enable
the creation of systems which manage themselves in a completely automated
way, analogous to biological systems. In the recent years, this proposal has
gained consensus from both industry and academia as the preferred approach
for obtaining complete system automation (without human intervention).
A common way to implement autonomic behavior is through the definition of policies [14], reasoning about the available information and deciding
how to react to the current state of the system in order to address specific
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concerns. Policies are central elements behind automated decision making.
Sloman [15] defines policies as the “rules governing the choices in behavior
of a system”. They represent the goals and the operational constraints of
a system, enabling the automation of decisions about aspects such as security management (authorization and access control) or network management
(network routing) [16]. Policies can be specified by different policy definition
languages, ranging from high level ones that are readable by human-beings
(e.g., PONDER and RBAS) to low level ones that are only meant to be
processed by software systems (e.g. PCIM and CORS-PR PIB) [17].
2.2. Automation in service-based applications
SBAs often consist of two types of services, business services and management services. Business services implement some business functions, such
as hotel booking, care renting or payment. To improve the flexibility and
dynamism of SBAs, the management activities supporting the execution of
SBAs can also be implemented as services, called management services. Some
examples are secure service discovery service in [18], a multi-agent automated
negotiation service in [19], an automatic deployment service [20] and a monitoring service in [21]. Maximizing the automation capability of both of these
two types of services enables highly dynamic SBAs.
However, in practice automating the execution of services and delivering
dynamic and reliable SBAs is not always technically possible or even desirable. SBAs introduce additional concerns when compared to traditional
software systems [22], that further complicating. As an example, trust concerns heavily influence automation decisions when the SBA relies on externally developed services. These factors and rationale for decisions on service
automation should be explicitly documented to improve the quality of architecture description. In Sec. 3.1 we further elaborate this need using a study
on automation of service management and deployment.
3. The need for service automation viewpoints
In this section we illustrate why the currently available documentation
mechanisms are not sufficient for capturing all the aspects related to automation, using a specific example. We first introduce a study we carried
out on the automation of service management and deployment. Further on,
we analyze the existing alternatives for capturing that knowledge about the
design of the system.
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3.1. A study on automation of service management and deployment
Deployment and configuration of SBAs are key management activities
which need to be as automated as possible in order to foster their dynamicity. Automation is addressed by the system analyzed in this work,
the SDCA (Service Deployment and Configuration Architecture); a ServiceBased Application which provides a deployment and configuration service for
distributed applications and services [23]. The deployment functionality is
offered by eight loosely coupled services which collaborate to obtain a distributed deployment plan (containing a set of changes that will be applied to
the runtime environment), starting from an initial objective. The composing
services perform activities such as connecting to the instrumentation agents
for retrieving the runtime information, accessing software repositories, deciding which compatible version of a service to use or choosing where each
deployable artifact should be physically located. The architecture has been
designed with flexibility in mind as regards all the decisions taken during
the process. This way, they can either be completely automated though the
definition of policies or be manually controlled by requiring human input for
decision making.
Over its lifespan, the SDCA has been applied in two different domains:
the delivery of services to a Digital Home (HomeFutura) and the support
for deploying banking deployment processes (BankFutura). These fields of
application have very different concerns: the banking domain imposes hard
requirements of reliability, security and stability of the system, while these
aspects are not as critical for the end users which consume the services offered
at HomeFutura. Additional factors, such as the technical background of
the users of the SDCA (IT administrators versus end users), or the specific
characteristics in each domain of the runtime infrastructure and the deployed
services also present important differences in both cases.
These differences caused variation in the degree of automation of the
services of one domain when compared to the other, which was made possible
by the flexibility of the architecture. As an example of that, for HomeFutura
the selection of which runtime node will host each service is automated by
using a load balancer policy. In this scenario, the decision is not relevant
for the end user, who does not have a technical background and just wants
to start consuming the service as soon as possible. On the other hand, in
BankFutura the same service is manually controlled by IT administration,
with a deep knowledge of the runtime domain and an understating of the
criticality of the service. Because of the same factors, deployment plans
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are instantly executed in HomeFutura, while they must be scheduled by the
administrator in the banking organization, in order to provoke as less impact
to the running services as possible.
Clearly, the developed solutions for both domains did take into account all
those specific concerns in order to decide upon the automation of the execution flow. However, neither the concerns, nor the rationale or decisions about
it were made explicit in the complete documentation of the system. This information is vital to understand the design decisions which were taken over
the process, inform system actors about its intended participation and guide
the potential evolution of the SDCA from its current state. For instance, the
question of which services can be executed in any application domain without
any human intervention from the SOA manager of the SDCA is not answered
in the documentation. Instead, the documentation only points out that the
SDCA supports automatic service deployment, which could be interpreted as
no human actors are required at all during the service deployment process,
which is not the case. If we go to the domain-specific implementations, the
SOA architect of the banking domain cannot find an answer for the question
of which quality attributes have an impact on the degree of automation of
the deployment process, as the link between quality attributes and service
automation is missing from the documentation.
Those documentation problems are common to most developments. In
practice, the usefulness of architecture description is hardly recognized by
stakeholders (or readers) because architecture description becomes easily
outdated, inconsistent, contains either far too much information or too abstract to understand [24]. The software design is often documented due to
organizational policies, without having in mind the expectation of readers.
Whether the readers can understand and retrieve useful information from
the documentation is often neglected. A potential solution to these problems is proposed in [25]; this work suggests to adopt expressive mechanisms
to convey information to stakeholders, and apply them to document the information that is relevant to each stakeholder. This way, stakeholders are
more motivated to read the architecture description, ultimately improving
the usefulness of architecture description.
3.2. Documenting software architecture
Software systems must address the concerns raised by multiple stakeholders (e.g. architect, project manager and developer). These concerns must be
supported and documented by the software architecture. A popular approach
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for documenting these concerns consists of following the separation of concerns principle, defining multiple architecture views [26]. Each view focuses
on specific aspects of the system architecture, such as its structure [27], or
the component data flow [28], and is used only by the relevant stakeholders.
Architecture viewpoints provide the means to define and reuse views
among multiple systems. Some well-known view models from industry include: Kruchten’s “4+1” View Model [29], Hofmeister’s view model [30],
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) set of views [31], ISO Reference Model
of Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [32], Zachman Framework for
enterprise architecture [33] and the viewpoint catalog collected by Eeles and
Cripps [34].
Existing viewpoints address concerns that often appear in traditional software architectures. Recent software architecture styles (like SOA), bring additional specific concerns that challenge the reusability of the existing viewpoints. The lack of available views make practitioners face difficulties to find
an effective way to illustrate any new characteristics introduced by these
architecture styles. As a result, viewpoints enabling the illustration of specific concerns introduced by modern software architecture styles like SOA are
needed.
To our knowledge, none of the available viewpoints capture the concerns
about service automation, leaving a gap to be filled. The usage of service
automation viewpoints is twofold. On the one hand, the viewpoints frame a
basic set of concerns that are commonly related to service automation. The
identification of these concerns saves effort from architects and avoids the
danger of overlooking them. On the other hand, service automation viewpoints comprise a set of conventions that facilitate the creation of architecture
views illustrating all the information needed to address service automation
related concerns.
4. Research approach
With the aim of defining a set of viewpoints framing concerns commonly
relevant to service automation, we followed an action research approach.
Action research is an iterative research approach where the researcher actively
participates in the case studies that he/she performs [9]. The motivation for
carrying out such an approach complies with what has been defined by Avison
et al. [10], which is “try out a theory with practitioners in real situations,
gain feedback from these experiences, modify the theory as a result of this
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theory and try it again”. In the context of this work, the theory is made
of a set of viewpoints on service automation; the real situations refer to the
industrial case studies that we carried out; and the result of the theory refers
to a set of views on service automation that can be used for architecture
description.
Susman and Evered [9] described the action research process as a five
phase, cyclical process. These five phases (see Figure 1) include: 1) diagnosing, 2) action planning, 3) action taking, 4) evaluating, and 5) specifying
learning. Diagnosing refers to the identification of the primary problems.
Action planning specifies actions that should be undertaken to solve these
problems. These actions are then implemented in the action taking phase.
The outcomes of the actions are evaluated in the evaluating phase. Lastly the
knowledge gained in previous phases is collected in the specifying learning
phase, which may serve as valuable input to the next cycle.
We have followed the action research approach above with the goal of
defining a set of reusable service automation viewpoints. We carried out three
case studies (described in the following) in three associated action research
cycles (see Figure 1): each cycle produced a set of views and viewpoints,
which have been both challenged in the subsequent case study, and evaluated
and refined to cross-check for consistency with the previous case study.

1. Diagnosing

2. Action
planning

5. Specifying
learning

5. Specifying
learning

1. Diagnosing

Iteration 1
(SDCA)
4. Evaluating

2. Action
planning

3. Action taking

1. Diagnosing

Iteration 2
(BankFutura)
4. Evaluating

2. Action
planning

3. Action taking

5. Specifying
learning

Iteration 3
(HomeFutura)
4. Evaluating

3. Action taking

1. Diagnosing

Forward

Action research phase
Legend

Feedback

Figure 1: The research approach

The first case study was carried out with the UPM (Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid) team, which designed and implemented the SDCA. In Phase 1:
Diagnosing, we studied the documentation of the SDCA and identified their
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needs for explicitly addressing concerns about service automation. In Phase
2: action planning, we identified a list of stakeholders that might have concerns relating to service automation and planned interview questions. In
addition, we designed a view-driven approach for developing viewpoints, deriving them from diagrams that are confirmed by stakeholders.
The main work has been carried out in Phase 3: action taking. There
we first conducted interviews with the stakeholders of the SDCA with the
aim of eliciting their concerns regarding service automation. From this set of
concerns, we identified what information should be depicted in the diagrams
to address these concerns. As some concerns might require the same type of
information, analyzing this information helped us in reducing the number of
necessary diagrams.
After we established what information should belong to each diagram,
we created them, with special attention to stakeholder understandability.
We then generalized the diagrams in an initial set of viewpoints on service
automation (which is the theory of the action research approach). Using
this initial set of viewpoints, we created a set of views for the SDCA. We
brought back these views to the stakeholders with the question of whether
these views were correct (content-wise) and aiding understanding of how the
concerns relating to service automation had been addressed in the design.
The feedback that we received from the stakeholders and domain experts
enabled us to refine the views and viewpoints in Phase 4: evaluating to
improve their expressiveness and completeness. After several iterations of
interviews and refinements, we obtained a final set of viewpoints framing all
the concerns that we have elicited. This set of viewpoints as well as the
lessons that we learned in this action research cycle were valuable inputs for
the next action research cycle.
Our next case study (see Iteration 2 in Figure 1) was carried out with
BankFutura, which applied the SDCA to their service configuration management. The phases that we took in this cycle were similar to the ones in the
SDCA case study. The only difference was that at the end of the cycle of
the BankFutura case study, we revisited the cycle of the SDCA case study
to ensure that the viewpoints created in the BankFutura cycle could be successfully applied to the SDCA as well. The same applied to the third case
study carried out with HomeFutura (Iteration 3). The viewpoints created
in the HomeFutura case study were evaluated and refined again to fulfill the
needs of both SDCA and BankFutura.
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5. 3D service automation viewpoints
5.1. An overview of 3D service automation viewpoints
To illustrate the aspects that are relevant to service automation in architecture design, we developed three service automation viewpoints. The
‘Degree of service automation’ viewpoint addresses the concerns about the
achieved and potential degree of automation for each service. The ‘Decision
on service automation’ viewpoint documents the reasoning behind the decided degrees of automation. The ‘Data relating to service automation’
viewpoint illustrates what information and actors are involved in the degrees
of service automation.
The 3D viewpoints are complementary, being relevant to different types
of stakeholders and documenting different concerns [35, 36]. The degree viewpoint identifies what services form the SBA, and what is the degree of automation for each of them. This information is of great interest to all the
stakeholders and thereby is exposed to the “public”. The remaining two
viewpoints build upon that general information. The data viewpoint documents the data and actors that intervene over service execution automation.
The decision viewpoint his information is enhanced by the remaining two
views. Finally, the decision viewpoint provides to the “internal” design team
(e.g.architects) the means for documenting and reusing the knowledge on
automation decision making. The rationale for this viewpoint is influenced
by the actors and policies from the data viewpoint and refers to the services
and degrees illustrated by the degree viewpoint.
5.2. Documenting architecture viewpoints
In the literature, there are multiple proposals for documenting viewpoints.
Among them the template proposed by Hilliard [37] is in our opinion the
most comprehensive one and, most importantly, reflects the requirements on
viewpoints specified in ISO/IEC 42010) [38]. Therefore, we chose to use this
template to document the 3D VP’s developed in this work. Table 9 presents
and describes the required items of the template.
In the following, we shall present the description of the viewpoint ‘Decision
on service automation’ (Sec. 5.4), ‘Degree of service automation (Sec. 5.5),
and ‘Data relating to service automation’ (Sec. 5.6) using the items of the
template in Table 9. For each of these viewpoints, we explain in detail its
metamodel and conforming notation, which are the key elements to be used
to create views, as well as an example view. To illustrate the application of
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Table 1: Summary of Hilliard’s template for documenting architecture viewpoints

Template item
Viewpoint Name
Overview
Typical
stakeholders
(optional)
Concerns

Description
Name of the viewpoint, and accepted synonyms.
Brief overview of the viewpoints.
The typical audience for views prepared using this
viewpoint.
List of the architecture-related concerns framed by
this viewpoint.
(op- Kinds of issues this viewpoint is not appropriate for.

Anti-Concerns
tional)
Model types
Model languages
Viewpoint metamodels
(optional)
Conforming notation

Model correspondence
rules
Operations on views
Examples
Notes
Sources

Each type of model used by the viewpoint.
Vocabulary used for constructing the view.
The conceptual entities, their attributes and the relationships that comprise the vocabulary of a type of
model.
An existing notation or model language to be used for
the model.
The viewpoint may specify model correspondence
rules.
Methods which may be applied to views and their
models.
Examples for the reader.
Any additional information.
The sources for this viewpoint, if any, including author, history, literature references, prior art, etc.
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the 3D VP’s, we take a fragment of the SDCA service flow as a running scenario, introduced in the following section. A formal definition of the elements
introduced in the 3D VP’s is provided in A.
5.3. A fragment of the SDCA service flow - running scenario
With the purpose of 1) showing how to construct views by applying the
proposed 3D VP’s and 2) illustrating how the constructed views address
the concerns framed by the 3D VP’s, we created three service automation
views as examples based on a subset of the BankFutura SDCA service flow
(introduced in Sec. 3.1). The subset of the SDCA service flow is presented
in Figure 2 and shortly described as follows.

Select Unit

Obtain Possible
Mappings

Resolve Unit

service

sequence

Map Units To
Nodes

service

Legend

Figure 2: A subset of the SDCA service flow

The deployment service Select Unit selects one unit among the available
ones to be deployed in the environment. The selection criteria should be
provided to the service as an external input. After that, the deployment
service Resolve Unit is invoked, where the logical requirements of the deployment unit containing the service are analyzed, in order to find a closed set
of units satisfying all their dependencies. There might be multiple candidate
units satisfying one dependency (e.g. multiple units with minor, compatible
versions) and for those cases a unit satisfaction criteria should be provided
as an external input. Once the complete set of units that will participate
in the operation has been identified, the deployment service Obtain Possible
Mappings evaluates the available resources from the runtime containers (e.g.
application servers), and returns for each unit the potential nodes of the environment where those can be deployed. Having these nodes, the deployment
service Map Units To Nodes decides on the final destination for each involved
unit, according to external distribution criteria.
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The views created based on this scenario are used as examples in the
description of the 3D VP’s. For a detailed description of the 3D service
automation views, please refer to [39] where we report on the views created
for the complete service flow for both BankFurtura and HomeFutura.
5.4. Viewpoint ‘Decision on service automation’ (Decision Viewpoint)
SOA architects are often concerned with the justification of decisions on
the degree of automation. The rationale behind the decisions as well as the
decisions themselves are architectural knowledge valuable for organizations.
A good representation of such knowledge aids the SOA architects in analyzing
the design space and making optimized decisions [40]. It also enables the SOA
architects to communicate their decision with the other stakeholders. The
viewpoint ‘Decision on service automation’ is defined to serve this purpose.
The description of the Decision Viewpoint is presented in Table 2.
The metamodel of the Decision Viewpoint. The metamodel presented in Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual relationship between the constructs of the
decision model, which includes services with a decided degree of automation,
domain-specific factors and justifications for decisions.
Fully
automated
Service
Name

Semi-automated
Domain
independent

executes with
Degree of
automation

Policy-driven
automated
Domain
dependent

justifies

Scope

influences

Rationale for
a decision on
automation

Either semiautomated or policydriven automated

Opt for policydriven
automated

based on
0..*

Domain
specific factor

Opt for semiautomated

Figure 3: The metamodel of the Decision Viewpoint (in UML)
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Table 2: Viewpoint ‘decision on service automation’ (Decision Viewpoint)
Viewpoint item
Viewpoint Name
Overview
Typical stakeholders
Concerns

Model types
Model languages

Viewpoint metamodels
Conforming notation
Model correspondence
rules

Operations on views

Examples
Notes

Sources

Description
Decision on service automation viewpoint (Decision Viewpoint)
The viewpoint deals with the links between domain-specific factors and the degree
of automation that can be applied to each atomic service in a business process.
SOA architects
Justification of decisions on the degree of service automation SOA architects are concerned with what are the most appropriate decisions on the degree of
service automation.
Reconfigurability in terms of automation. SOA architects are concerned
with what are the possible alternatives on the degree of service automation when
requirements or constraints change.
Service automation decision model (Decision model)
This model is expressed in terms of these constructs: services, and domain-specific
factors that influence or lead to the decisions on service automation, decisions that
are relevant to service automation, and rationale for the decisions. The decision
model can be illustrated by the graphical notation proposed below.
See Figure 3
See Figure 4
All the services in the degree of service automation view should appear in this
view. The decision on the degree of service automation of each service in this view
should be correspondent to the degree of service automation of each service in the
degree view.
Creation methods: To create a decision view, first identify which domain-specific
factors have an impact on the degrees of automation of the services and then link
the architecture constraints with the services with the corresponding rationale.
The rationale explains how each factor leads to a decision on the degree of service
automation.
Interpretive methods: In the decision view, the decision on automation is rendered by two attributes: domain-dependency and re-configurability. In particular,
the border of ovals shows the domain dependency of the decision (a dashed line
suggests that it is domain dependent, while a straight line suggests that it is domain independent). When applying the services to another application domain,
this attribute highlights that domain independent services may keep the same degree of automation whereas domain dependent services have to be justified against
the new domain-specific factors. Furthermore, the shadow of ellipses points out
if an alternative degree of automation is possible and thereby the service can be
re-configured if needed.
Analysis methods: Model correspondence rules can help the SOA architects
assess consistency with other views. The information presented in the decision
view not only shows the current degree of automation but also guides future reconfigurations in the degree of automation. This is supported by two aspects of
the view. First, the shadow reflects open degrees of automation with the current
constraints. Second, the model provides traceability between the constraints and
the affected services; hence the impact of those changes in the SBA will be clearly
identified easing its analysis.
See Figure 5
In principle, the rationale for fully automated services should explain why they do
not need external inputs during their execution. The rationale for other degrees of
services must motivate why external inputs are needed, why human actors have to
provide it or why it is possible to define policies to assist the execution of services.
If the degree of service automation is domain dependent, at least one domain
constraint has to be linked to the service.
-
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Each Service (see Figure 3) has a name and is designed to support a certain Degree of automation. The Degree of automation can be either Domain
dependent or Domain independent, meaning that the degree of automation
of a particular service differs when the service is applied in different application domains. Next to classifying degrees from the perspective of domain
dependency, this viewpoint defines five degrees of automation from the perspective of human intervention): when a service does not require additional
input during its execution, it is Fully automated as no human intervention
is needed at all; when a service does require additional input and this input
can only be provided by a human actor, it Has to be semi-automated and if it
can only be provided by a policy, it Has to be policy-driven automated; when
the service flexibility allows the input to be provided by a human actor or
policies, the service is Either semi-automated or policy-driven automated; if
the input is decided to be provided by a human actor, a service is Opt to be
semi-automated, whereas if the input is decided to be provided by a policy,
a service is Opt to be policy-automated.
The decision on the degree of automation is heavily influenced by Domainspecific factors, including non-functional requirements, business goals, architecture constraints, characteristics of the infrastructure, skills of the human
actors, etc. These factors lead to a set of Rationale that justifies the decisions on automation for services. In addition, when a factor impacts a set
of services, its rationale is linked to a Scope encasing all the services, and
influences the decision on each affected service.
Note that although services that Have to be semi-automated (or Have to be
policy-driven automated) and Opt to be semi-automated (or Opt to be policydriven automated) are designed with the same degree of service automation,
they are different from a decision making perspective. The former type of
decision is a “has-to” decision in that only human actors (or policies) can
provide the additional inputs and thereby no other choice can be made. The
latter is an “opt for” decision in that both human actors and policies can
provide the additional inputs and thereby the architect can make a selection
between them based on the domain-specific factors of the system of interest.
One could argue that the reasoning behind “has-to” or “opt-to” is often
embraced in the rationale and wonder why they are regarded as two different
degrees of automation. Indeed, the rationale for decisions on service automation should explain what are the alternatives and what are the decisions and
why. However, this explanation is usually descriptive and embedded in the
text. By explicitly differentiating these two types of decisions and modeling
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them as first class entities, the expressiveness of the decision model is enhanced and directly facilitates (potential) future re-configuration and SBA
evolution.
Conforming notation of the Decision Viewpoint. Figure 4 illustrates the graphical notation designed for creating decision models. Services are represented
by ellipses; the three ones at left most of the figure represent three different degrees of service automation that have been decided. Moreover, they
also imply that alternative degrees of service automation are not feasible or
reasonable. The notations in the second column of the figure represent that
a selection has been made or left open among alternative degrees of service
automation. These services can be re-configured to an alternative degree of
service automation if necessary.
The two notations in the third column denote the dependency between
a degree of service automation and a specific domain. The notations in the
last column are used to illustrate the relation between decisions, domainspecific factors, and associated rationale, as well as the scope of services
where architecture constraints may have an impact on.
Has to be semiautomated

Has to be policydriven automated

Fully automated

Opt for semiautomated

Domain
dependent

Opt for policy-driven
automated

Domain
independent

justifies
Rationale
leads to
Domain specific
factors

Either semiautomated or policydriven automated

Scope

Figure 4: Conforming notation of the Decision Viewpoint

An example of decision view. An example of the decision view created for
BankFutura (based on the service flow described in Sec. 5.3) is presented
in Figure 5. This example documents the decisions taken on the degree of
service automation. In the following, we shall explain how this decision view
addresses the concerns (see Table 2) framed by the Decision Viewpoint.
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The concern about justification of decisions on the degree of automation is
addressed by modeling the rationale in the decision view, explaining whether
external inputs are required during the execution of services and (if so) motivating whether such inputs can be obtained automatically or need to be
given by human actors. For instance, as shown in Figure 5 service Obtain
Possible Mappings does not require any additional decisions or parameters
during its execution and thereby is fully automated. In turn, service Map
Units To Nodes requires distribution criteria as an external input during its
execution. As explained by the attached rationale, Map Units To Nodes is
decided to be semi-automated since control of distribution criteria is more
feasible if manually performed by a deployer in BankFutura.
Moreover, justification of decisions on the degree of automation is also
addressed by domain-specific factors. For instance, in Figure 5 the quality
attribute “security” (at bottom left corner of the figure) impacts all services,
as indicated by its link through the rationale to the scope (the big rectangle
in Figure 5), implying that critical activities should be manually controlled if
possible (explained by the attached rationale). Next to security, human actor
is another domain-specific factor that has an impact on the degree of service
automation. In BankFutura, as a banking deployer handling deployment
tasks is available and has the ability to manually control certain critical
activities, it is possible to dedicate some critical deployment tasks to this
human actor if needed.
Another concern framed by the Decision Viewpoint is reconfigurability
in terms of automation. This concern is addressed by “opt to be” services,
identified in the view with the shadows of the ovals, as it is shown in Figure 5.
For these services, the decisions on their degrees of automation could change
if the domain-specific factors change. For instance, since Select Unit carries
out critical activities and any mistakes would lead to unstable deployment
configurations, BankFutura opts for semi-automating this service. However,
suppose the quality requirements were not stability and criticality but agility
or flexibility, the architect could decide to automate Select Unit by means of
policies rather than requiring a human actor to make the selection.
5.5. Viewpoint ‘Degree of service automation’ (Degree Viewpoint)
Since services are the building blocks of SBAs, the degrees of automation of individual services directly determine the degree of automation of the
whole SBA. An overview of the extent to which each service of a SBA can
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Scope
Select Unit

The system has
a restricted
access for each
type of
operation. It is
required that the
operations that
take place at
each step can be
traced and
responsibility can
be assigned to
staff members.
Therefore,
critical activities
should be
manually
controlled.

The human
actors are
familiar with the
domain
knowledge and
have technical
expertise.
Therefore, they
are capable of
making
technical
decisions over
the deployment
process, and
critical activities
can be
manually
controlled

Automatic unit
selection implies
allowing the
deployment
system
dynamically reacts
on changes, which
may result in
unexpected errors
and unstable
configuration.
Although section
criteria can be
technically
formalized , it is
decided that the
selection is made
by a human actor .
Quality
attributes

Human actor

Quality
attributes

Stability
Criticality

Banking
deployer

Security

Scope
Domain dependent service,
decided to be semi-automated

Resolve
Unit

Banking services
are developed and
provided internally
according to internal
regulations. Since
the dependency
resolution activity is
simpler and
predictible, unit
satisfaction criteria
can be formalized
as policies and
hence it is decided
to automate this
service.
Service

Legend

Map Units to
Nodes

This service
analyzes the
elements from
the logical graph
and the runtime
nodes and
identifies all the
possible
physical
mappings for the
participating
services. There
is no decision or
additional
parameter
required, thus it
is completely
automated.

The mapping activity must
take into account the specific
objectives and guidelines
behind the definition of the
environment topology.
Although such objectives as
distribution criteria could be
derived and defined in formal
models, there is a significant
cost in capturing that
knowledge, as well as a big
impact for any divergence
between the original
guidelines and the formalized
knowledge. Therefore, it is
decided that the banking
deployer should control the
mapping process.

Name: Credit
concession service
Developed by: IT
department internal
to BankFutura

Environment
Topology: Pre-defined

Domain dependent service,
decided to be policy-driven
automated

Domain
independent
service, fully
automated

justifies

justifies
Rationale

Obtain
Possible
Mappings

leads
to

Quality
attributes

Rationale

leads
to

Figure 5: An example of decision view
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Quality
attributes

be executed without human-intervention is not only of great interest to managers who are responsible for resource allocation and planning but also for
human actors who participate during the execution of services. The Degree
Viewpoint is developed to address concerns of these two types of stakeholders.
The description of the Degree Viewpoint is presented in Table 3.
The metamodel of the Degree Viewpoint. The relationship between the constructs of the decision on service automation model is presented in Figure 6.
Each Service has a name and is designed with a Degree of automation. There
are three basic degrees of service automation: Fully automated (i.e. no Additional input is required), Semi-automated (i.e., a Human actor provides the
Additional input required by services), and Policy-driven automated (i.e.,
services retrieve required Additional input from Policies). A hybrid degree
reflects that the service is Either semi-automated or policy-driven automated.
Each service can be linked to another service with an execution sequence.
executes after

0..1

Service
Name

Additional
input

Fully
automated

requires
executes with
Degree of
automation

Either semi-automated
or policy-driven
automated
Semi
automated
Policy-driven
automated

requires

provides

provides

Human actor

Policy

requires

Figure 6: The metamodel of the Degree Viewpoint (in UML)

The conforming notation of the Degree Viewpoint. As denoted by the graphical notation presented in Figure 7, the degrees of automation are graphically
rendered by the darkness of the color assigned to each service: the darker the
color, the higher the degree of automation. In addition, human actors can
be associated to semi-automated services with the purpose of highlighting
who are expected to provide input to which services (see association provides
input to). The sequence between services indicates the order in which the
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Table 3: Viewpoint ‘Degree of service automation’ (Degree Viewpoint)
Viewpoint item
Viewpoint Name
Overview

Typical stakeholders
Concerns

Model types
Model languages

Viewpoint metamodels
Conforming notation
Model correspondence
rules
Operations on views

Examples
Notes

Sources

Description
Degree of service automation viewpoint (Degree Viewpoint)
The viewpoint shows the degrees of automation services are designed for and
whether each service can be automated or not. If human intervention is required,
the Degree Viewpoint highlights which actors should participate during the execution of services.
Human actors and managers
Degree of service automation Managers are concerned with the degree of automation that the services are expected to achieve.
Accountability Human actors are concerned with which services can be executed
automatically and which services require intervention from human actors.
Accountability. Managers are concerned with the trace of responsibility of human actors for providing input to services that are not fully automated.
Degree of service automation model (Degree model)
The degree of service automation model is expressed in terms of these constructs:
services with different degrees of automation, human actors that are required during
the execution of services. This model can be illustrated by the graphical notation
proposed below.
See Figure 6
See Figure 7
Services as well as their degrees of automation should be correspondent to the data
model of the data view and the automation decision view. Human actors should
be correspondent to the data model of the data view.
Creation methods: a degree view can be created by retrieving the decided degrees of automation for services (from the decision view) and adding that information to the sequence of participating services.
Interpretive methods: the degree of automation is illustrated by means of the
darkness of the color. The darker the color, the higher degree of automation it
represents. The reader of this view may capture how many levels of automation
the services are designed for. The sequence between the services highlights the
interaction between services and the variation in the degrees of automation, which
can point to bottlenecks in the complete service execution flow.
Analysis methods: model correspondence rules can help the SOA architects
assess consistency with other views. The degree model not only provides a holistic
overview on the degree of service automation designed for each service, but also
provides guidance on detecting possible bottlenecks during the service execution
flow. In principle, each semi-automated service could introduce a bottleneck when
the corresponding human actor does not provide required information in time.
Implementation methods: services with different degrees of automation should
be provided with different interfaces dealing with different types of input/output
sources.
See Figure 8
The degree view is meant to show the designed degree of automation of services,
whether a service has to be or opt to certain degree of automation is irrelevant
to the stakeholders that are interested in this view. A service in the decision
view that either has to be semi-automated and opt to be semi-automated requires
inputs directly from human actors, and therefore correspondent to semi-automated
services. The same applies for policy-driven automated services.
The Degree Viewpoint is derived both from UML use case diagrams and Business
Possess Modeling Notation (BPMN), both of which describe a set of actions carried
out by a list of actors. Similar with use case diagrams, horizontal ellipses are used
in the Degree Viewpoint to represent atomic services and actors are directly linked
to services. Similar with BPMN, arrow lines are used to denote sequences between
two services. On top of that, we add colors to ellipses to represent services with
different degrees of automation. This visualization technique helps (in particular)
non-technical stakeholders in capturing the degree of automation designed for the
services.
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deployment services are invoked (see association executes after). With this
additional information, the period during which human intervention is (and
is not) required becomes explicit. By illustrating that external inputs are
expected to be provided by whom and when, this view also addresses the
accountability concern.
Either semiautomated or policydriven automated

Human Actor

provides input to

Policy-driven
automated service

Semi-automated
service
sequence

Fully automated
service

Figure 7: The conforming notation of the Degree Viewpoint

An example of degree view. An example of the degree view created for BankFutura (based on the service flow described in Sec. 5.3) is presented in Figure 8. Corresponding to the example of decision view (presented in Figure 5),
this example shows the decided degree of automation for each service. In the
following, we shall explain how this degree view addresses the concerns (see
Table 3) framed by the Degree Viewpoint.
Banking deployer

Select Unit

Semiautomated
service

Map Units To Nodes

Human actor
provides input to

sequence
Policy-driven
automated
service

Resolve Unit
Obtain Possible
Mappings

sequence

Legend

Fully
automated
service

Figure 8: An example of degree view

The concern about degree of service automation is directly reflected at the
metamodel, and is graphically depicted by different shades of color blue. By
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looking at Figure 5, one can easily understand that three different degrees
of automation have been designed for the four services, among which two
services require human intervention. Furthermore, the vertical positioning of
the services depending on their degree of automation improves its graphical
expressiveness, simplifying its comprehension.
The concern about accountability is addressed mainly by the association
of the human actor with the semi-automated services. More specifically, services Select Unit and Map Units To Nodes are directly linked to a banking
deployer, indicating that this human actor should provide required information during their execution. For the banking deployer, it is obvious to see
when he or she should be available to perform certain tasks and which services are particularly relevant to them in the service flow. For the manager,
the degree view facilitates service management in that potential bottlenecks
(e.g. waiting for human inputs) can be detected.
5.6. Viewpoint ’Data relating to service automation’ (Data Viewpoint)
Whenever the execution of a service cannot be completely automated,
during execution it requires certain data, which must be provided by external
sources. In order to facilitate the execution of the service, it is important
to know what kind of data is missing and how to provide such data. These
questions are often the concerns of human actors (e.g. when to input what
data to which services), architects (e.g. how to ensure the input data is
understood by services) and managers (e.g. the alignment between input data
with organizational regulations or goals). The Data Viewpoint is developed
to frame these concerns and its description is presented in Table 4.
The metamodel of the Data Viewpoint. The relationship between the constructs of the data flow model and policy model is presented in Figure 9.
Each Service designed to support a certain Degree of automation has a name
and can be linked to another service with a sequence flow. Services that
are Either semi-automated or policy-driven automated require Additional
input: a Policy-driven automated service requires Policy input while a Semiautomated service requires Human input provided by a Human actor. These
additional inputs are guided by associated Policies: policies guiding Human
inputs are often Guidelines or rules that are less structured; whereas Policies accessed directly by services have to be machine readable and thereby
documented in a more structured way (Formalized policy). Each Policy has
an ID, a name and a description. It is associated to a service that is either
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Table 4: Viewpoint ’Data relating to service automation’ (Data Viewpoint)
Viewpoint item
Viewpoint Name
Overview
Typical stakeholders
Concerns

Model types

Model languages

Viewpoint metamodels
Conforming notation
Model correspondence
rules
Operations on views

Examples
Notes
Sources

Description
Data relating to service automation viewpoint (Data Viewpoint)
The Data Viewpoint focuses on the generation, retrieval, processing, and organizing
of data that are relevant to the support of different degrees of service automation.
Human actors, SOA architects, and managers
The specification of policies SOA architects are concerned with the format in
which policies should be defined so that human actors can easily understand them
and services can automatically process them. Managers are concerned with what
policies have to be in place before the services are ready in execution and who
controls them.
Compliance with organizational regulations Managers are concerned with
whether the external inputs provided to non-completely automated services comply
with organizational regulations or goals.
Human participation. Human actors are concerned with what information needs
to be provided to the services, how to provide correctly the information and when
it should be provided.
Automation-related policy model (policy model) captures the organizational-level
policies that are required during the execution of services.
Automation-related data flow model (data flow model) captures the policies and
human input that the services will require during their execution. In addition, it
captures how the services will enforce those policies and how human input interacts
with the services.
Policy model: policies can be described in terms of their name, description, the
associated service and their format. These elements can be captured in a table.
Data flow model: it is expressed in terms of these constructs: policies, human
input, actors and services. The data flow model can be illustrated by graphical
notation proposed below.
See Figure 9;
For data flow model see Figure 10; for policy model see Table 5
Services as well as their degrees of automation should be correspondent to the data
model of the data view and the automation decision view. Human actors should
be correspondent to the data model of the data view.
Creation methods: Create a data flow model before a policy model. To create a data flow model, first analyze what external information requires each noncompletely automated service. Next, decide which policies are required for guiding
human actors and assisting policy-driven automated services. To create a policy
model, first record all the policies in the data flow model. Then define each policy
in terms of its name, description, controller and format.
Interpretive methods: In the data flow model, the graphical color scheme applied to the degree of automation is also applied to the corresponding polices.
Policies illustrated in dark color directly assist the execution of policy-driven automated services; while policies illustrated in light color guide the human actors
to provide information to the semi-automated services. In the policy model, the
reader may obtain an overview of each system policy related to automation.
Analysis methods: Model correspondence rules can help the SOA architects assess consistency with other views. As services that are not fully automated require
additional information during their execution, it is important that this additional
information is illustrated in this view. Implementation methods: The policy
model describes important information about the policies, such as the format of
definition, which can guide the implementation of the policy-driven automated
services. In a similar way, defining the required information for semi-automated
services, and identifying the participating actors for each one, will also guide their
implementation.
For data flow model see Figure 11; for policy model see Table 6
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Semi-automated or Policy-driven automated with the purpose of assisting
their execution. The assigned Human actor controls the Policy, ensuring
that its content complies with organizational or architectural goal and that
its format is aligned with the requirements of the architect. Each policy is
specified in a certain format, defined by the architect.
executes after

0..1

Service

Policy-driven
automated

requires

Policy input

provides

Formalized
policy

Name

executes with

Either semiautomated or
policy-driven
automated

Policy

Additional
input

Name
ID
Description

Degree of
automation
Semiautomated

requires

Guideline
or rule

Human
input

controlled
by

guides
Fully
automated

provides

Human
actor

Figure 9: The metamodel for the automation-related data flow model (in UML)

Conforming notation of the Data Viewpoint. The data flow model can be
constructed using the graphical notation presented in Figure 10. Besides the
notation for the three basic degrees of service automation, we distinguish the
guidelines/rules from formalized policies. While both guidelines/rules and
formalized policies are relevant to service automation, the former are used
by the human actors to drive the decision and the latter are directly accessed
by deployment services to achieve policy-driven automation.
The leftmost side of Figure 10 shows the graphical notation denoting
the relationships between the elements related to policy-driven automated
services. A formalized policy directly assists the execution of a policy-driven
automated service by providing the data that it needs. The middle part of
Figure 10 shows the graphical notation denoting the relationships between
the elements related to semi-automated services. More specifically, a human
actor is responsible for providing a type of information that is required by
a semi-automated service. For this purpose, the human actor is guided by
certain guidelines or rules.
Given these details on the relationships between policies, human actors,
and services, the human actors can tell which services are expecting what in25

Formalized
policy

Guidelines
or rules

provides

guides

Policy input

Human
Input

Fully automated
service
Additional input
Human
actor
provides

Either semiautomated or policydriven automated

assist the execution of assist the execution of
sequence

Policy-driven
automated
service

Semi-automated
service

Figure 10: The notation for the data relating to service automation model

formation from them. Moreover, it explicitly points out which organizational
guidelines or rules should this information comply with. This way, the deployment actors can be prepared to transform this organizational knowledge
to their input to services, hence facilitating human participation.
The policy model can be constructed in terms of a table, listing the
policies that are relevant to service automation. The template for such a
table is shown in Table 5. This table aids the specification of policies in
presenting all the information relevant to the policies in a structured manner.
As such, this table also aids the preparation of the policies.
Table 5: The template for automation-related policy table
Policy
ID

Policy name

Policy Description

Associated service

Controlled
by

Type of format

Model correspondence rules. Each policy in the automation-related policy
model should be linked to a service, which should appear in each of the other
views. Each policy in the automation-related data flow model should be
linked to the policies specified in the automation-related policies model.
An example of data view. A data view consists of two models, a data model
and a policy model. An example of the former is presented in Figure 11 and
the latter in Table 6. In the following, we shall explain how this data view
addresses the concerns (see Table 4) framed by the Data Viewpoint.
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The concern about human participation is mainly addressed by the data
model. Corresponding to the degree view (presented in Figure 8), the data
model shows in detail that the two semi-automated services Select Unit and
Map Units To Nodes require information about Identification of the desired
service and Selection among the possible candidate units respectively during
their execution. The bank deployer can see from the data model that he or
she is required to provide these two pieces of information; and to do so he or
she is guided by System Requirements and Unit distribution policy.

System
Requirements

Unit distribution
policy: optimize
performance,
ensure reliability

Unit selection
policy: latest
version

Formalized
policy

Guidelines
or rules
Human
actor

guides

Identification
of the desired
service

Selection among
the possible
candidate units

Identification
of satisfactory
units

Human
Input

provides

assist the execution of

provides

Additional
input

Policy
input

assist the execution of

Banking
deployer

Semiautomated
service
sequence

Select Unit

Map Units To Nodes

Policy-driven
automated service
sequence

Resolve Unit
Obtain Possible
Mappings

Legend

Fully automated
service

Figure 11: An example of data model

An example of the policy model is shown in Table 6, listing all the policies
appearing in the data model given in Figure 11. This model mainly addresses
the concern about the specification of policies. For instance, since System
Requirements and Unit distribution policy are used by a human actor, they are
constructed in textual documents. Whereas Unit selection policy is directly
accessed by the policy-driven automated service Resolve Unit, thereby it is
created under machine readable formats.
The concern about compliance with organizational regulations is addressed
by both the data model and policy model. In the data model, each required
external input is linked to a policy implying that such input should conform
to the policy. In particular, when the external inputs are given by human
actors (like identification of the desired service provided by the banking deployer as shown in Figure 11), it is of critical important to the manager
to have certain control over these inputs. Since the links between exter27

Table 6: An example of policy model
Policy
ID
PB01

Policy name

Policy Description

System
requirements

Describes the business
processes that must be
supported by the environment
Selects the unit with
the most recent version
among the potential candidates
Defines the rationale
behind the environment
definition and the quality
levels to be sustained by
the deployed services

PB02

Unit selection
policy: Latest version

PB03

Unit distribution policy

Associated
service
Select Unit

Controlled by

Type of format

Managers

Textual
ment

Resolve Unit

SOA
tects

Archi-

Formal/SQL
Sorting Query

Map Units To
Nodes

SOA
tect

Archi-

Textual
Environment design /
SLA Document

Docu-

nal inputs and policies become explicit in the data model, the manager of
BankFutura understands better which policies will be used for providing the
required inputs. Complementarily, the policy model (presented in Table 6)
shows the specification of the policies in detail. In particular, it shows the
stakeholders who are responsible for maintaining the policies. The manager
could use this information to govern the validity of the policies.
5.7. Summary
In summary, the degree view can be regarded as the core of the three
service automation views, which can serve as a “central view”. The basic
elements of the degree view, a set of services with different degree of automation (ellipses marked with different colors), are also part of the other
two service automation views. Thereby, we can see the decision view and
data view as two views with different levels of abstraction. More specifically,
the decision view is a refinement of the degree view by adding rationale for
the decision on the degree of automation; and the data view is also a refinement of the degree view in that it adds information about policies and
human inputs that assist the execution of services. As such, the three views
have vertical relations, meaning they relate at different levels of abstraction.
6. Discussion
6.1. The visual support of the 3D service automation viewpoints
In [41], David Harel reflects on his early work on Statecharts, and observed: “One of the most interesting aspects of this story is the fact that the
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work was not done in an academic tower, inventing something and trying to
push it down the throats of real-world engineers. It was done by going into
the lions den, working with the people in industry. [. . . ] If what you come
up with does not jibe with how they think, they will not use it. Its that
simple.” Our approach is similar. We worked together with architects to
identify their visualization requirements for architectural views. Architects
use views for two main purposes [42], reasoning and communication with
other stakeholders. In both cases, one fundamental factor for the usefulness
of a certain viewpoint is in providing the right visual notation to present the
needed information.
Visualization is a common technique to convey abstract information in
intuitive ways [43]. Representing information in terms of (a set of) graphics
often more easily draws readers’ attention and improves understandability, as
compared to pieces of text [44]. From our experience, the range of stakeholders involved in services engineering includes a broader range of expertise’s
than in the development of traditional applications, which further reinforces
the need to achieve an effective communication between the stakeholders
through the usage of visualization techniques.
Software architecture practitioners have developed several well-accepted
diagram notations for documenting the systems, such as the UML (Unified
Modeling Language) [45] or the BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) [46]. Although they do not capture exactly the information involved
in the automation concerns, they do provide a way of representing concepts
such as service execution flow, or representing the actors which interact with
the system. However, these existing diagrams can be difficult to understand,
limiting their usefulness for reasoning with non-technical stakeholders (such
as end users or business managers), and for effective communication. Therefore, these well-accepted notations can constitute the base of the proposed
viewpoints, but should be adapted to intuitively represent all the elements
surrounding these concerns and their relationships, using a notation easily
understandable for non-technical readers.
Visual support of viewpoints has been identified in Sec. 3.2 as a fundamental characteristic for their usefulness. In this section we describe how
we have consciously designed the graphical notation of the 3D VP’s to make
the corresponding views intuitively understandable and to hold readers attention steady. To this aim, we followed some well-known design principles
in information- and software visualization [44, 43].
First of all, we used color tones in the graphical notation, with different
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shades of color blue, for representing the different degrees of service automation. The motivation behind this scheme is that according to human perception, dark colored objects often feel heavier in weight (tending to sink),
whereas light colored objects feel lighter (tending to float). This way, the
color tone renders graphically the degree of automation of each service: the
darker the color, the higher the degree of automation. This representation
resembles an iceberg immersed in the sea, with the human actors looking at
the surface: only the top (white is the lightest color) is visible (i.e. human
actor gets access to the service and manually participates in its execution),
while the deeper the iceberg is sunk in water, the lesser accessible it becomes
(i.e. increasingly automated).
The graphical notation for policies inherits the same color scheme. As
shown in Figure 10, policies guiding human actors are light colored; whereas
policies assisting the execution of policy-driven automated services are dark
colored. In this way, just from the color of the policies the reader can perceive the correspondence between the degree of service automation and policies. These visualization techniques should enable the views becoming selfexplaining.
Second, in addition to color selection, we also carefully chose the shapes
of the graphical notation. In service automation views, services are the core
objects whereas other elements such as policies or human actors are auxiliary
information. Moreover, services most likely appear in other views than 3D
service automation views as well. For these reasons, we see the need to
graphically differentiate services from the other elements. We used ellipses
to denote services (as in SoaML [47]), and boxes to represent other elements.
Third, to help the reader focus on the main message that a 3D view
intends to convey, we positioned the elements supporting such main message
in the center of the view. For instance, when looking at a decision view like
Figure 5, the reader’s attention is naturally brought to the layer of rationale
that justifies service automation decisions. In the data view (see Fig 11),
since the data required during the execution of services is positioned in the
middle, the reader naturally pays attention to data-related issues, such as
which service requires such data and where the service can obtain this data,
helping the main purpose of this view.
Finally, to make the conforming views easy to understand and self-explaining, we reused known notations and concepts from UML and BPMN to
represent common concepts in the architecture description. For instance, we
used a person symbol to represent a human actor, and a document symbol to
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represent a policy. Relationships also use a familiar notation: for instance, a
line with arrow denotes the invocation sequence between to services, and a
line connecting a human actor and a service denotes the interaction between
them.
In summary, the graphical notation defined in the 3D VP’s has been
carefully designed in order to maximize the expressiveness of the conforming
views. The notation’s ease of understanding simplifies both the creation
and interpretation of conforming views. As such, the 3D VP’s facilitate the
communication between stakeholders, especially the ones lacking technical
expertise.
6.2. The applicability of the 3D VP’s
To validate our goal of supporting reusability and applicability of the
3D VP’s across different domains, we carried out a fourth study in a totally
different context, namely an education environment. In a SOA design Master
course given in our university, 11 groups of 3 Master students each were
asked to design a SOA e-Health system (its functional and non-functional
requirements are described in [48]) using the 3D VP’s in their architecture
descriptions. As the e-Health system consisted of many business processes,
the students were allowed to select one process to illustrate its automation
aspect. Some examples of the selected process are diagnosis, medical device
reservation, and pharmacy management.
During this course, we asked the students to first identify concerns related
to service automation in the e-Health system, and then use the 3D VP’s to
illustrate these concerns. In this way, we could possibly obtain some concerns
that we might have overlooked in our case studies but should be framed
because of their relevance. The results show that the concerns identified by
the students were either specific to E-health system or domain-independent.
In both cases, we could successfully map them to the set of concerns already
framed in 3D VP’s in a straightforward way.
In summary, in spite of the clearly different application domain of the
e-Health system (as compared to the SDCA), the students could directly
apply the 3D VP’s to illustrate the service automation aspects in their design.
Moreover, the students provided very positive feedback on the use of the 3D
VP’s and their expressiveness. Although not conclusive, these results provide
us with further positive indication of the applicability of the 3D VP’s to SBAs
in general.
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7. Conclusion
SOA has been widely adopted in industry. One of the reasons for this
adoption is its ability to dynamically respond to business changes. To maximize this ability, SBAs should have a certain degree of automation and
minimize the intervention of human actors. As SBA consist of services that
are distributed and owned by different business parties, the lack of control
over services poses additional concerns in service-oriented design. In this
work, we identify service automation as a service aspect that is specifically
relevant to SBAs and thereby should be explicitly documented in architecture
description.
The 3D viewpoints contribute to address the top three SOSE challenges
reported in [49]: quality, service and data. The decision view addressed
quality-based decision making, as it illustrates the trade-off between the degree of automation services can achieve and other quality requirements such
as reliability, security, agility, and flexibility. Second, the 3D viewpoints focus
on service autonomy, therefore contributing to also contribute to the support
of one property of “good” services. Finally, the data view frames some data
provenance concerns of SBAs. More specifically, it illustrates the creation,
processing, and management of the data relevant to service automation (including policy guidelines and programmatic policies).
The study of the SDCA and its two industrial applications motivated us
to develop viewpoints to address service automation concerns. This study
also provided us with a source from where we could elicit concerns, model
corresponding designs and verify the correctness and expressiveness of the
models. Using the action research approach, we developed the 3D VP’s
presented here, framing the concerns relating to automating the execution of
services for coordinately accomplishing a specific (business or engineering)
task.
So far, the 3D VP’s have been used to illustrate the service automation aspect of the SDCA and its two industrial applications, as well as the e-Health
system designed by the Master students. During these studies, we noticed
that the decisions on service automation were influenced by a common set
of domain-specific factors, including quality attributes, human actors, characteristics of services or infrastructure. In our future work, we plan to gain
more insight into the link between these factors and the degree of service
automation. As such, this link could serve as a list of guidelines for service
automation decision making.
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Appendix A. Formal definitions of the 3D Viewpoint elements
This appendix provides a formal definition of the elements from the three
automation viewpoints using set theory and first order logic expressions.
The three viewpoints on service automation capture complementary information related to a specific automation context AC of the SBA. AC is
defined as a tuple that contains five sets of elements relevant for the automation of an SBA: AC =< Service, F actor, Input, P rovider, Rationale >. Set
Service contains the service executions that participate in the specific SBA
scenario. F actor is the set of domain-specific factors that are relevant for
the decision on the degrees of automation of the automation context services. Set Input contains the additional input elements that are required
by the services to execute correctly. Those input elements are provided by
the members of set P rovider, which includes the elements external to the
services that can provide additional input. Finally, the elements from set
Rationale capture the rationale on each specific decision about the degree of
automation of each service from the AC.
The following gives further details about the elements from these sets
and their relations. We also include a reference table for each viewpoint that
summarizes the metamodel elements and the corresponding definitions.
Appendix A.1. Definitions related to Degree
AC captures the automation information about a SBA scenario. On the
elements in Service we defined a partial binary relation, denoted executesAf ter, which gives the order in which services are sequentially executed. If
s2 executesAf ter s1 then s2 is executed after s1. It is possible that two
services are not related via executesAf ter. In this case, s3 might be executed
after s1 without having an executesAf ter relation between s2 and s3. This
means that it is irrelevant for the SBA which service between s2 and s3 is
executed after.
The automation context also contains a set of domain-specific factors
f ∈ F actor. A domain-specific factor f represents a characteristic of the
context that is relevant for automation. The function DomainSpecif ic :
AC → Boolean represents whether the degrees of automation of the AC
services depend or not on domain-specific factors. The function is evaluated
as follows: DomainSpecif ic(ac) = true, if |F actor| > 0.
A service executes with a degree of automation extracted from the following set Degree = {F ully, P olicyDriven, Semi}. The Fully automated
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degree is a completely automated execution without any need for external
intervention. A PolicyDriven automated execution requires external input
that can be provided beforehand, and Semi-automated execution requires
the intervention of an external actor.
Each service s, depending on its technical characteristics, can potentially execute with multiple degrees of automation. The potential range
of degrees of automation for each individual service s is defined by function options : Service → ℘(Degree), where ℘ denotes the superset of a set.
The automation possibilities for each service depend on its nature and the
underlying design, with the restriction that |options(s)| ≥ 1.
Each service s can have a decision on its degree of automation execution. The services that have a decided degree are represented by the subset
decided = {s ∈ Service, |options(s)| = 1 ∨ DomainSpecif ic(AC)}. The decisions are represented by the partial function decision : decided → Degree.
A decision for a service s is one among the set of possible options for that
service, i.e. the decision corresponds to the decided option.
Appendix A.2. Definitions related to the Data viewpoint
Set Input from the AC contains all the additional input elements that are
required by the services to execute correctly. Depending on the origin of the
additional input, this set can be partitioned into two subsets, HumanInput
and PolicyInput. Elements of HumanInput are provided by human actors,
while elements of PolicyInput are generated by an automated policy.
Several services from the AC require additional input to perform their execution. They are identified by subset depServices = {s ∈ Service|decision(s) ∈
{Semi, P olicyDriven}}. The partial function inputF or : depServices →
Input maps the services that require additional input with the Input elements. The value of function inputFor satisfies the following:
• if decision(s) = Semi, then inputF or(s) ∈ HumanInput;
• if decision(s) = P olicyDriven, then inputF or(s) ∈ P olicyInput.
AC also contains the set of elements that provide additional information
p ∈ P rovider. This set is partitioned into two subsets depending on the
nature of the provider, HumanActor and Policy. Elements from subset HumanActor are human stakeholders that participate in the AC, while elements
from Policy are documents and artifacts that provide automation information. Policy is further partitioned into subsets FormalPolicy and Guideline.
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Elements of FormalPolicy provide additional input to a service execution.
To this aim, they are defined in policy languages that are interpretable automatically by the services. Elements of Guideline are documents that guide
a human actor in the process of providing the required additional input to a
service. The function providerF or : Input → P rovider satisfies the following:
• if hi ∈ HumanInput, then providerF or(hi) ∈ HumanActor;
• if pi ∈ P olicyInput, thenproviderF or(pi) ∈ F ormalP olicy.
The only elements from set Provider that do not directly provide input
are element of Guideline. Their role is to guide human actors on providing
the additional Input to semi-automated services. These actors are identified as follows: humanP roviders := {ha ∈ HumanActors|∃s ∈ decided :
decision(s) = Semi ∧ providerF or(inputF or(s)) = ha}.
Finally, each Policy element is maintained by a human actor. The function responsibleF or : P olicy → HumanActor provides a reference to the
human actor that maintains the Policy element.
Appendix A.3. Definitions related to the Decision viewpoint
The final set of elements that constitute the automation context is the
Rationale. Each element r ∈ Rationale contains the argumentation for a
decision on the degree of automation of a service. The partial function
basedOn : Rationale → ℘(F actor) provides the basis for each Rationale.
The predicate function domainSpecific on set Rationale evaluates to true if r
belongs to the domain of definition of basedOn. This reflects whether or not
the rationale for a decision is influenced by domain-specific factors.
Set Rationale is partitioned into two sets depending on the scope of
their influence on the automation decisions: individualRationale and globalRationale. Elements of individualRationale affect the decision for specific
services, whereas elements of globalRationale affect every automation decision. This is expressed by the following function: justif ies : Rationale →
Service ∪ {Service}, with:
• justif ies(r) = s ∈ Service if r ∈ individualRationale
• justif ies(r) = Service if r ∈ globalRationale
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Table A.7: Degree Viewpoint
Metamodel element
s instance of Service
i instance of Additional Input
h instance of Human Actor
p instance of Policy
Service s1 executesAfter s2
Service s executes with Degree of automation
d
Service s executes Fully automated
Service s executes either semiautomated or
policy-driven
Service s requires Additional Input i
Service s executes Semi-automated
Human actor h provides Additional input i
Semi-automated Service s requires Human
Actor h
Service s executes Policy-driven automated
Policy p provides AdditionalInput i
Service s requires Policy p
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metamodel equivalences
Equivalent Definition
s ∈ Service
i ∈ Input
h ∈ HumanActor
p ∈ P olicy
executesAfter(s1,s2) relation
d = decision(s)
decision(s) = Fully
options(s) = {Semi, P olicyDriven} ∧
decision(s) is not defined
i = inputFor(s)
decision(s) = Semi
h=providerFor(i)
i = inputF or(s) ∧ h = providerF or(i)
decision(s) = PolicyDriven
p = providerFor(i)
i = inputF or(s) ∧ providerF or(i) = p

Table A.8: Data Viewpoint metamodel equivalences
Metamodel element
Equivalent Definition
s instance of Service
s ∈ Service
hi instance of Human input
hi ∈ HumanInput
pi instance of Policy input
pi ∈ P olicyInput
h instance of Human actor
h ∈ HumanActor
p instance of Policy
p ∈ P olicy
fp instance of Formalized policy
f p ∈ F ormalizedP olicy
g instance of Guideline
g ∈ Guideline
Service s1 executesAfter s2
executesAfter(s1,s2) relation
Service s executes with Degree of automation d = decision(s)
d
Service s executes Fully automated
decision(s) = Fully
Service s executes Either semiautomated or options(s) = {Semi, P olicyDriven} ∧
policy-driven
decision(s) is not defined
Service s executes Semi-automated
decision(s) = Semi
Semi automated service s requires Human In- hi = inputFor(s)
put hi
Human actor h provides Human input hi
h = providerF or(hi)
Guideline g guides Human actor h
h = guidedBy(g)
Service s executes Policy-driven automated
decision(s) = PolicyDriven
Policy-driven Service s requires Policy input pi = inputF or(s)
pi
Formalized policy fp provides Policy input pi f p = providerF or(pi)
Policy p is controlled by Human actor ha
ha = responsibleFor(p)
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Table A.9: Decision Viewpoint
Metamodel element
Scope
s instance of Service
r instance of Rationale
d instance of Domain specific factor
Service s executes with Degree of automation
d
Domain independent Service s
Domain dependent Service s
Service s executes Fully automated
Service s executes Either semi automated or
policy-driven
Service s opt for semi automated
Service s opt for policy-driven automated
Service s executes Semi-automated
Service s executes Policy-driven automated
Rationale r justifies degree of Service s
Rationale r influences {s1..sn} ∈ Service
Rationale r based on Factor[f1..fn]
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metamodel equivalences
Equivalent Definition
Service
s ∈ Service
r ∈ Rationale
d ∈ F actor
d = decision(s)
decision(s)isnotdef ined ∨ |options(s)| = 1
decision(s)isdef ined ∧ |options(s)| > 1
decision(s) = F ully ∧ |options(s) = 1|
options(s) = {Semi, P olicyDriven} ∧
decision(s) is not defined
decision(s) = Semi ∧ |options(s)| > 1
decision(s) = P olicyDriven ∧ |options(s)| >
1
decision(s) = Semi ∧ |options(s) = 1|
decision(s) = P olicyDriven ∧ |options(s) =
1|
s = justif ies(r), r ∈ individualRationale
{s1..sn} = justif ies(r), r ∈ globalRationale
{f1 ..fn } = basedOn(r)
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